Rapid monitoring of the nature and interconversion of supported catalyst phases and of their influence upon performance: CO oxidation to CO2 by gamma-Al2O3 supported Rh catalysts.
Spatially and temporally resolved energy-dispersive EXAFS (EDE) has been utilised in situ to study supported Rh nanoparticles during CO oxidation by O2 under plug-flow conditions. Three distinct phases of Rh supported upon Al2O3 were identified by using EDE at the Rh K-edge during CO oxidation. Their presence and interconversion are related to the efficiency of the catalysts in oxidising CO to CO2. A metallic phase is only found at higher temperatures (>450 K) and CO fractions (CO/O2 > 1); an oxidic phase resembling Rh2O3 dominates the active catalyst under oxygen-rich conditions. Below about 573 K, and in CO-rich environments, high proportions of isolated Rh(I)(CO)2 species are found to co-exist with metallic Rh nanoparticles. Alongside these discrete situations a large proportion of the active phase space comprises small Rh cores surrounded by layers of active oxide. Confinement of Rh to nanoscale domains induces structural lability that influences catalytic behaviour. For CO oxidation over Rh/Al2O3 there are two redox phase equilibria alongside the chemistry of CO and O adsorbed upon extended Rh surfaces.